Eco passport

Appliance Oven P45

Appliance 40W E14 230V P45 CL OV 1CT/4X5F

Energy
- Power (Rated) (Nom) : 40.0 W
- Energy Efficiency Label (EEL) : E
- Dimmable : Yes

Weight
- Net Weight (Piece) : 15.460 g

Lifetime
- Nominal Lifetime (Nom) : 1000 h

Our environmental product specifications overview
At Philips, we strive to make the world healthier and more sustainable through innovation. Our sustainability efforts are globally recognised and reflected, e.g. by our continuous leading positions global rankings like the Dow Jones Sustainability Index and the Carbon Disclosure Project. In our eco-design process we focus on Energy, Weight, Recycling, Packaging, Substances and Reliability to view and further improve the environmental performance of our products.